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TERENCE J SIGAMONY

ISLAMABAD: The Supreme Court has upheld that the federal government in 2014 rightly issued a
notification to impose regulatory duty on goods imported under the Free Trade Agreement (FTA)
between China and Pakistan.

A three-judge judgment, authored by Justice Faisal Arab ruled that the federal government has the
right to impose regulatory duty on goods vide SRO 568(I)/2014.

Under the Article 8 of the Bilateral Free Trade Agreement between Pakistan and China, the customs
duty on the goods originating in the territories of each country is to be progressively eliminated.

The federal government in pursuant of the accord issued SRO # 659(I)/2007 dated 30.06.2007,
whereby the rate of customs duty was gradually reduced in four stages and in certain cases goods
became duty free. Exercising the powers contained in the Section 18(3) of the Customs Act, 1969,
the federal government imposed regulatory duty on 397 goods imported vide SRO # 869(I)/2008
dated 27.08.2008, which were not covered under the Free Trade Agreement. The imposition of
regulatory duty was again repeated vide SRO # 482(I)/2009 on the same terms, as was imposed
under SRO 869(I)/2008.

However, Pakistan Muslim League-Nawaz (PML-N) in 2014 issued notification bearing SRO #
568(I)/2014 dated 26.06.2014 whereby regulatory duty was imposed but this time no exception was
made for the goods covered under the Free Trade Agreement.

The petitioners, who are importers of goods covered under the Free Trade Agreement, challenged
the imposition of regulatory duty in the Lahore High Court on the grounds that in the presence of
the Free Trade Agreement, regulatory duty could not have been charged as it amounts to imposing
customs duty in the garb of regulatory duty.

The single judge of the high court allowed their petitions on the ground that the regulatory duty
being a kind of customs duty could not have been validly imposed in violation of the provisions of
the Free Trade Agreement. It was further held that the present bilateral Free Trade Agreement is an
offshoot of General Agreement on Tariffs and Trade (GATT); therefore, it be considered as a
multilateral agreement as envisaged under the proviso of Section 18(5) of the Customs Act.

The federal government filed intra court appeal against the single judge of the LHC order. The
division bench declared imposition of regulatory duty valid vide impugned judgment dated
14.04.2017.

The petitioners, M/s Advance Telecom, M/s MI Sanitary Store, M/s Marosh, M/s Dar Ceramics
Trading Co, M/s Fincera (Pvt) Ltd, Lahore, M/s Usman & Umer Enterprises, Lahore, M/s Saad
International Lahore, M/s Tayyab Traders, Lahore, M/s Commercial Corporation, Lahore, M/s
Waheed Sons, Lahore, M/s Sara Enterprises, Lahore, M/s Ibrahim Traders, Lahore, M/s Qureshi Sons,
Lahore, M/s Umair International, Lahore and M/s Hussain Traders, Lahore, then approached the
apex court.

The contentions of the petitioners’ counsels were: while imposing regulatory duty under SRO
869(I)/2008, it was clearly mentioned that regulatory duty would not be chargeable on the goods
imported under the Free Trade Agreement and unless this SRO, which created an exception to the
imposition of regulatory duty on goods covered under Free Trade Agreement is withdrawn such
duty can not be validly imposed at any subsequent stage. Secondly, it was argued that proviso to
Section 18(5) of the Customs Act, 1969 is attracted to the case; therefore, duty could not be levied
on goods covered under a multilateral trade agreements and the Free Trade Agreement being an
offshoot of General Agreement on Tariff and Trade (GATT), hence it is to be regarded as a
multilateral agreement for the purposes of the proviso to Section 18(5).
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They, therefore, prayed that imposition of regulatory duty be declared ultra vires of the proviso.

The apex court in its judgment held that issue of the proviso to the Section 18(5) of the Customs Act
already stands resolved by the judgment of this court in the case of Majeed and Sons Steels (Pvt)
Ltd (2016 SCMR 655) wherein it has been held that bilateral agreements cannot be read into the
proviso of the Section 18(5) of the Customs Act.

The court noted that as per the argument of petitioners’ counsels, under the first SRO 896(I)/2008
an exception from regulatory duty was created for goods covered under the Free Trade Agreement
and as long as the exception granted by said SRO is not withdrawn, regulatory duty can not be
charged.

The court said the earlier SRO was not in relation to grant of exemption from regulatory duty on
goods covered under the Free Trade Agreement. It only imposed regulatory duty on certain items
which did not cover goods that were part of the Free Trade Agreement (FTA).

The federal government was well within its right to impose regulatory duty on goods as well at any
stage, which it did vide SRO 568(I)/2014.

It was not necessary at all to first withdraw the exception granted earlier in SRO whereby the
regulatory duty was imposed only on goods not covered under the Free Trade Agreement.
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